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Massproductions’ new MP Trolley is at
your serve
MP Trolley - setting out to make serving a stylish matter of reduced effort.
The new trolley by designer Chris Martin is compacted in a distinctly
modernistic form and enters the room with appropriate finesse but never
unnoticed.
“Truth said, it is quite difficult to comment much about this simple,
well-designed trolley. Straight forward, I wanted to strip down the concept of
the trolley to something that could simplify serving in private and public
environments alike. My very first industrially produced design was in fact a
tray table for IKEA back in 1998 and I just recently realized that a trolley would
be a natural complement to our own collection”, says Chris Martin Head of
Design at Massproductions.
The inspiration arrived from the interplay of geometrical shapes and spacing.
Round as well as angular volumes meet in an elegant yet distinctively
functional way. The construction is based on two larger trays attached to a
simple stainless-steel frame. The former is available in a selection of different
woods.
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While the MP Trolley is an independent product in the Massproductions
collection, the trays may be used as serving trays for the tables in the Tio and
the Odette family.
Product Details MP Trolley:
Design: Chris Martin - Massproductions
Material: Stainless steel
Dimensions: H: 80 cm , W: 75 cm , D: 65 cm
Price: From ca € X/ $ X
For high res images, see pressroom.
For interviews, information or press loans contact
Sanna Fehrman, Communications Manager, Massproductions
sanna.fehrman@massproductions.se | +46 70 229 37 70

About Massproductions
–
The international furniture company
Massproductions was founded in 2009 by
the Swedish designer Magnus Elebäck,
and the British designer Chris Martin.
The name, Massproductions, reflects the
founders’ idea of using industrial production to create responsible and sustainable
high-quality furniture. Massproductions
produces and designs according to the
“form follows function” philosophy, with
the focus always being on the design process. Both in 2016 and 2017 the company
has been granted with prestigious awards
like Designer- and Producer of the Year by
different magazines. Today the company
has its office and studio in Hammarby
Sjöstad, Stockholm.

